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Abstract
When all non-edge distances of a graph realized in Rd as a bar-and-joint framework are generically implied by
the bar (edge) lengths, the graph is said to be rigid in Rd. For d = 3, characterizing rigid graphs, determining
implied non-edges and dependent edge sets remains an elusive, long-standing open problem.
One obstacle is to determine when implied non-edges can exist without non-trivial rigid induced subgraphs,
i.e., nucleations, and how to deal with them.
In this paper, we give general inductive construction schemes and proof techniques to generate nucleation-free
graphs (i.e., graphs without any nucleation) with implied non-edges. As a consequence, we obtain (a) dependent
graphs in 3D that have no nucleation; and (b) 3D nucleation-free rigidity circuits, i.e., minimally dependent edge
sets in d = 3. It additionally follows that true rigidity is strictly stronger than a tractable approximation to
rigidity given by Sitharam and Zhou [16], based on an inductive combinatorial characterization.
As an independently interesting byproduct, we obtain a new inductive construction for independent graphs in
3D. Currently, very few such inductive constructions are known, in contrast to 2D.
1 Introduction
Combinatorial rigidity in 3D: obstacles. A bar-and-joint framework, or framework G(p) in Rd is a graph
G = (V,E) together with a mapping of its vertices to a set of points p in Rd. Intuitively, we say a framework is rigid
if in a small enough neighborhood of G(p), every framework G(q) with the same edge lengths as G(p) is congruent
to G(p), i.e., it additionally has the same non-edge lengths as G(p). The rigidity matrix of a framework G(p) in Rd
where G has n vertices and m edges is a matrix with m rows and nd columns. Each row corresponds to an edge and
each column corresponds to a coordinate of a vertex. A framework G(p) is generic in Rd if its rigidity matrix has
maximum rank over all frameworks of G in Rd in which case, we refer to it as a generic rigidity matrix for the graph
G. A set of edges E′ ⊆ E is independent if their corresponding rows in the rigidity matrix are linearly independent
in a generic framework. A graph is rigid (resp. flexible) if it has a generic framework that is rigid (resp. not rigid).
A graph is minimally rigid if it is rigid, and the removal of any edge makes it flexible.
Finding combinatorial characterizations for generic rigidity and independence of for d ≥ 3 is an elusive, long-standing
open problem. James Clerk Maxwell’s work from the 19th century gives a necessary condition for independence,
resp. minimal rigidity:
Maxwell’s Counting Condition [10] A graph G satisfies Maxwell’s counts in Rd if all of its subgraphs G′ =
(V ′, E′) contain at most |E′| ≤ d|V ′| − (d+12 ) edges. In addition, minimally rigid graphs in Rd must have exactly
|E| = d|V | − (d+12 ) edges. Here (d+12 ) is the number of degrees-of-freedom (dof for short, which is the minimum
number of edges needed to be rigid) of a rigid body in Rd.
In 2D, Laman’s Theorem shows that Maxwell’s counting condition is sufficient, with several other equivalent char-
acterizations [9, 11, 21] leading to efficient algorithms.
Laman’s Theorem [8] A graph G = (V,E) is independent in 2D if and only if every subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′) of G
satisfies the edge-sparsity counts |E′| ≤ 2|V ′| − 3. If, in addition, |E| = 2|V | − 3, then G is minimally rigid.
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Figure 1: On the left is the “banana” graph, which is a K5 (complete graph on five vertices) with one edge missing;
on the right is a double-banana, which consists of two bananas gluing together along their respective non-edge and
the non-edge is implied.
However, a first obstacle to combinatorial characterization of rigidity in dimensions d ≥ 3 is that Maxwell’s counting
condition is not sufficient, i.e., there are graphs that satisfy Maxwell’s counting condition but are dependent.
Note: the remainder of the paper deals with d = 3.
Graphs that satisfy Maxwell’s condition in 3D are called (3, 6)-sparse (sometimes called Maxwell-independent).
A classical example illustrating insufficiency of Maxwell’s counting condition in 3D is the so-called double-banana
graph in Fig. 1. It satisfies Maxwell’s counting condition, but the graph is clearly flexible, and dependent. The
reason is that since each banana (a K5 with 1 edge missing) is rigid as an induced subgraph, the distance along the
non-edge {a, b} shared by the 2 bananas is determined by each banana. When the distance along a non-edge {a, b}
is determined by a graph G, i.e., linearly dependent on the rows of G’s generic rigidity matrix, then {a, b} is called
an implied non-edge 1 in G. In this case, since {a, b} is implied by both bananas, the graphs G is dependent.
Another example of a dependent graph illustrating insufficiency of Maxwell’s counting condition, i.e., being dependent
while satisfying Maxwell’s counting condition, is due to Crapo (Fig. 2). The graph contains a so-called hinge, i.e., a
pair of vertices common to at least two rigid components, where a rigid component is a maximal subset S of vertices
of a graph G such that the non-edges in S are implied by the edges in G, possibly outside the graph induced by S.
For example, the {a, b} pair in Fig. 2 is a hinge. Again, here hinges are implied non-edges that are the causes of the
insufficiency of Maxwell’s condition.
All known examples of insufficiency of Maxwell’s counting condition have implied non-edges and implied non-edges
play an important role in the insufficiency of Maxwell’s counting condition.
However, an important observation in the above examples is that although some implied non-edges lie inside rigid
components as opposed to rigid induced subgraphs, these “troublesome” double-implied non-edges exist due to the
presence of a rigid induced subgraph somewhere in the graph. I.e., the above examples satisfy the following property:
Nucleation property. A graph G has the nucleation property if it contains a non-trivial rigid subgraph, i.e., a rigid
subgraph in isolation, which we call a rigid nucleus. Here, we use “trivial” to refer to graphs with 4 or fewer vertices.
If a graph does not have any nucleus, we call it nucleation-free.
1 The concept of implied non-edge is similar to but weaker than the notion of globally linked pair from [7], which refers to a pair of
vertices whose distance is generically fixed by the graph. The distance associated with an implied non-edge is in contrast generically
restricted to finitely many values. An alternative name for an implied non-edge could be a linked pair.
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Figure 2: Crapo’s graph with a “hinge” structure: {a, b} is a hinge, since it is shared by two rigid components.
Note that in 2D, every implied non-edge in fact lies inside a nucleation, as a straightforward consequence of Laman’s
Theorem.
In 3D, provided a graph has nucleation property, there is a potential method of overcoming the obstacle of implied
non-edges using (3, 6)-sparsity for detecting dependence [16]: recursively identify nucleations, add non-edges in those
graphs to complete them, and then check (3, 6)-sparsity in other parts of the graph.
However, for nucleation-free graphs, the approach in [16] collapses to simple (3, 6)-sparsity check, leading to the
second obstacle to the problem of combinatorial characterizations of 3D rigidity. In particular, in a nucleation-free
dependent graph, the approach in [16] would fail in that it cannot detect the implied non-edges, since it relies on a
nucleation as a starting point. The existence of nucleation-free dependent graphs indicates that a gap exists between
module-rigidity proposed in [16] and true rigidity. Thus, to better understand rigidity, we need to understand the
obstacle posed by nucleation-free graphs with implied non-edges. As a first step towards this goal, it is natural to
ask:
Problem (?) : General inductive construction schemes for nucleation-free graphs with implied non-
edges. How do we construct general families of nucleation-free graphs that have implied non-edges?
Main Contributions. We provide general inductive construction schemes and proof techniques answering Problem
(?). We give systematic classifications of proof ingredients needed for our proof techniques, and those ingredients
can be generalized, mixed and matched to generate and validate construction schemes. In addition, we give several
example graphs that satisfy the starting graph requirements for our general inductive construction schemes for
Problem (?).
As a byproduct of one of our schemes, we find an inductive method to construct nucleation-free, independent
graphs. It should be noted that there are very few general inductive construction for independent graphs in 3D. The
only known ones are vertex split and Henneberg constructions([19], [25]), which are distinctly different and cannot
generally mimic our inductive construction.
Further consequences. As mentioned earlier, we show a gap exists between module-rigidity proposed in [16] and
true rigidity. The next step for a better understanding of rigidity should be to find notions that detect implied
non-edges and dependence in nucleation-free graphs. As another consequence of our work, we show the first general
families of examples of flexible 3D rigidity circuits with no nucleations. In contrast, all rigidity circuits in 2D are
rigid. Until now, flexible rigidity circuits without nucleation were only available in 4D, but not in 3D (see discussions
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earlier and in [4]): The only known non-rigid circuits in the 3D rigidity matroid arise from amalgamations of circuits
forced by Maxwell’s counting condition. Our result implies, in addition, that Lovasz’ characterization [9] of 2D
rigidity via coverings cannot be extended to 3D.
Note: Nucleation-free rigidity circuits with implied non-edges have been conjectured and written down by many
([22], [6]). However, to the best of our knowledge we are the first to give proofs. In particular, in [22], Tay claimed a
class of flexible rigidity circuits without any nuclei. One of his examples, n-butterflies, in which he claimed existence
of implied non-edges, is the same as our warm-up example graphs, ring of roofs. But his proof attempt has a serious
gap which we will describe in detail in Appendix A.
Organization of the paper. In Section 2, we give a warm-up example of graphs with no nucleation and give two
different proof techniques to show the existence of implied non-edges. In Section 3, we give straightforward extensions
of our warm-up construction and proof techniques.
In Section 4, we give a significantly more powerful inductive construction scheme, roof-addition, for nucleation-
free (independent) graphs with implied non-edges. The independence is shown in Theorem 8 and is a stand-alone
result for inductive construction of independent graphs. The other two properties (nucleation-free and presence of
implied non-edges) are shown in Theorem 9. In particular, in Observation 4 we list and show the properties of several
example starting graphs for the roof-addition scheme. In Theorem 10 how we can inductively use starting graphs to
generate nucleation-free, independent graphs with implied non-edges.
In Section 5 (Theorem 11), we show how to obtain nucleation-free (minimally) dependent graphs. Then we exhibit
a family of graphs in Corollary 11.1 to show that the algorithm of [16] i.e., characterization of module-rigidity is
distinct from true rigidity. In Section 6 we give open problems.
2 Warm-up Example: Rings of Roofs
In this section, we give a warm-up family of examples to motivate construction schemes and proof techniques for
Problem (?). The first proof technique, which we call flex-sign, is to directly show the existence of implied non-edges;
the second proof technique, which we call rank-sandwich technique, needs the independence of the graph. There are
two ingredients in the rank-sandwich proof technique that generate stand-alone results: (1) show the independence
of the graph (2) show the rank upper bound of the graph with implied non-edges added (which in turn can be shown
using two different methods).
As noted earlier, [22] claims the existence of implied non-edges in this family essentially without proof. The basic
building block for this warm-up family of nucleation-free graphs is a roof (called a “butterfly” in [22]).
Roof. A roof is a graph obtained from K5, the complete graph on five vertices, by deleting two non-adjacent edges.
These are called the hinge non-edges of a roof. A 3D realization of a roof is illustrated in Fig. 3. In the terminology
of [18], this is a single-vertex origami over a 4-gon.
Example (Rings of roofs): A ring of roofs is constructed as follows. Exactly two roofs share a hinge non-edge,
as in Fig. 4. Each roof then shares hinge non-edges with at most two others. Such a chain of seven or more roofs is
closed back into a ring, as depicted in Fig. 5.
We will denote by Rk a ring of k roofs. Rk is rigid for k ≤ 6. It is easy to see that there is no nucleus in Rk for
k ≥ 7. We will show that implied non-edges exist in Rk for any k ≥ 7, using two different proof techniques.
2.1 Flex-sign technique for existence of implied non-edges in rings of roofs
In this section, we give our first proof technique, called flex-sign technique, for the existence of implied non-edges in
rings of roofs. This proof technique relies on the infinitesimal properties of single-vertex origamis from [18], together
with expansion/contraction properties of convex polygons [3] and pointed pseudo-triangulations [17], applied to the
simplest possible case of a 4-gon. These results show that the roof realizations in the ring framework Rk(p) from
Fig. 6 have the expansion/contraction properties stated in the caption. We show that the hinge non-edges are implied
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Figure 3: A roof: a K5 (complete graph on 5 vertices) with two non-adjacent edges missing. On the left we give the
geometric structure of the roof in space. On the right we give a schematic of a roof: the bar-and-joint structure is
not shown for clarity, but the positions hinges are schematically depicted with ai, bi, ak, bk. The vertex ci may or
may not be shown in a schematic use of the roof later.
Figure 4: Connecting two roofs. On the left is the real geometric connection, while on the right is a schematic
showing how the two roofs are connected via a hinge
Figure 5: A ring of 7 roofs: connecting 7 roofs in the manner shown in Fig. 4 and we can see each roof can be thus
connected to at most two others. Such a chain of seven roofs is closed back into the ring shown here. On the left is
the geometric structure of the ring and on the right is the schematic of the ring.
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Figure 6: All 3 types of roofs could occur in the warm-up construction, and the proof technique in Section 2.2 can
be applied to all types. However, the figure on the left is a roof whose base is “crossing” in the shape of a butterfly.
The proof technique in Section 2.1 does not apply to this type of roof. The figure in the middle is a convex or
expansive-contractive roof, i.e., if one of its hinge non-edges has a contractive motion, then the other is forced to
have an expansive motion. The figure on the right is a pointed pseudo-triangular or expansive-expansive roof. Its
two hinge non-edges move in either both expansive or both contractive fashion.
in any ring framework Rk(p) of k ≥ 7 roofs consisting of 1 convex and k − 1 pointed pseudo-triangular roofs. This
expansion/contraction property is similar to the squeeze in [22] (see Appendix A), i.e., a non-trivial flex or motion
along the hinge non-edge.
Lemma 1. For all ring frameworks Rk(p) of k − 1, pointed pseudo-triangular roofs and one convex roof, the hinge
non-edges are implied.
Proof. Assume that there exists an infinitesimal motion along one hinge non-edge {a, b}, and without loss of gener-
ality, assume that motion is expansive. Then the increase/decrease patterns of the two hinge non-edges of pointed
pseudo-triangular roofs, i.e., expansive-expansive and the convex roof, i.e., expansive-contractive, when followed along
the ring back to the starting hinge non-edge, imply that the motion of {a, b} is contractive, a contradiction.
Next we show that in fact, the hinge non-edges are implied generically.
Lemma 2. There are generic frameworks Rk(p) as in Lemma 1.
Proof. Any framework Rk(p) where the first roof is strictly convex and the remainder are strictly pointed pseudo-
triangular as in Lemma 1, can be viewed as a point in R3∗3k. There is an open neighborhood around Rk(p) consisting
of frameworks that continue to have the same convex/pointed pseudo-triangular property. This shows that the hinge
non-edges are implied generically.
Combining Lemmas 1 and 2, it follows that the hinge non-edges are implied in the ring graph Rk.
2.2 Rank-sandwich technique for the existence of implied non-edges in ring of roofs
In this section, we give our second proof technique, called rank-sandwich technique, to show the existence of implied
non-edges in ring of roofs Rk. As mentioned earlier, this proof technique has two ingredients that are of interest as
stand-alone techniques:
• showing the independence of the graph G (i.e., number of edges is the rank);
• showing that a simple rank upper bound after adding potential implied non-edges F as edges to G is equal to
the number of edges in G.
Together this proves that the non-edges in F are implied.
More specifically, we show in Section 2.2.1 that rings of roofs Rk are independent. Then we give two different
arguments to show the rank upper bound on a ring of roofs Rk with hinge non-edges added. Those two arguments
are 2-thin cover argument in Section 2.2.2 and body-hinge argument in Section 2.2.3.
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2.2.1 Independence of ring of roofs
We first consider a ring of tetrahedra, i.e., ring of K4’s where neighboring K4’s share an edge.
Observation 1. A ring of at least six tetrahedra is independent.
A Henneberg-II construction on a graph G in R3 is to first choose a vertex set W = {w1, w2, w3, w4} of 4 vertices
of G such that there is at least 1 edge induced by W , deleting 1 edge between the vertices of W , and then adding a
new vertex v and four edges (v, w1), (v, w2), (v, w3), (v, w4). From [19], we know the following:
Theorem 1 ([19]). Henneberg-II constructions preserve independence of a graph in 3D.
Combining Observation 1 and Theorem 1, we obtain the following:
Theorem 2. A ring of roofs Rk is independent for k ≥ 6.
2.2.2 Rank upper bound using 2-thin cover argument
Here, we give our first argument of the rank upper bound of rings of roofs Rk with implied non-edges added. First,
we need the following concepts. For any graph G, independent edge sets of G define a matroid of G in Rd, which is
called the generic rigidity matroid of G. The rank of G in Rd is the rank of its generic rigidity matroid in Rd.
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3. The rank of the 3D rigidity matroid of a ring of roofs Rk does not change if we add all hinge non-edges.
To prove this, we need to introduce a few more concepts.
A cover of a graph G = (V,E) is a collection X of pairwise incomparable subsets of V , each of size at least two,
such that
⋃
X∈X
E(X) = E, where E(X) is the edge set induced by X. A cover X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn} of G is 2-thin
if |Xi ∩ Xj | ≤ 2 for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Let the shared part S(X ) be the set of all pairs of vertices a, b such that
Xi ∩ Xj = {a, b} for some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. For each {a, b} ∈ S(X ), let d(a, b) be the number of sets Xi in X such
that {a, b} ⊆ Xi. Let G[Xi] denote the subgraph of G induced by Xi. Sometimes induced subgraphs{G[X1], G[X2],
. . . , G[Xn]} are called covering subgraphs and these additionally serve as the basic building blocks of many of our
constructions.
We will rely on the following theorem by Jackson and Jorda´n [6].
Theorem 3. (Jackson and Jorda´n [6]) If X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xm} is a 2-thin cover of graph G = (V,E) and subgraph
(V, S(X )) is independent, then in 3D, the rank of the rigidity matroid of G? := G ∪ S(X ), denoted as rank(G?),
satisfies the following
rank(G?) ≤
∑
Xi∈X
rank(G?[Xi])−
∑
{a,b}∈S(X )
(d(a, b)− 1), (1)
where G?[Xi] denotes the subgraph of G
? induced by Xi.
Remark: Both 2-thin covers and variants of the right hand side of Equation (1) have appeared in other contexts,
for example in the context of the Dress’ 3D rigidity conjectures [1, 5, 23], including one counterexample. They also
appear using different terminology, for example, in the context of algorithms for geometric constraint decomposition
based on the notion of module-rigidity mentioned earlier [16], [14], as well as algorithms for isolating and efficiently
solving the so-called well-formed system incidence constraints between standard collections of rigid bodies [12, 13].
Proof. (of Lemma 3) After adding hinge non-edges into a ring Rk of k roofs, we will get a ring Ck of k K5’s. Denote
those K5’s by {C1, C2, . . . , Ck} and let X = {V (C1), V (C2), . . . , V (Ck)} be a cover of Ck. Note that X is a 2-thin
cover. Since all edges in the shared part (V, S(X )) are disjoint, (V, S(X )) must be independent. Applying Theorem
3, we have:
rank(Ck) ≤
n∑
i
rank(Ck[V (Ci)])−
∑
{a,b}∈S(X )
(d(a, b)− 1) = 9 ∗ k − k = 8k.
By Theorem 2, we know a ring Rk of k roofs is independent. Thus the rank Rk is equal its number of edges, which
is exactly 8k. Hence after adding all hinges to Rk, the rank does not change.
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The proof of Lemma 3 shows how the 2-thin cover argument is used to complete the second ingredient needed to
show the existence of implied non-edges: the rank upper bound for Rk after the hinge non-edges are added is equal
to the number of edges in Rk, which, by the independence of Rk shown in Theorem 2, is equal to the rank of Rk.
Generally, if a graph G satisfies the following conditions:
• there is a 2-thin cover X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn} of G such that shared part (V, S(X )) is independent;
• rank(G) = ∑Xi∈X rank(G?[Xi])−∑{a,b}∈S(X )(d(a, b)− 1), where G? = G ∪ S(X );
then the non-edges in S(X ) are implied. These will later be used as starting requirements on graphs for inductive
constructions in Scheme 4 later.
2.2.3 Rank upper bound using body-hinge argument
In this section, we give a second argument of the rank upper bound of rings of roofs Rk with implied non-edges
added. For completeness, we first observe the following:
Observation 2. Let the ring framework Rk(p) be generic, then for all i, the rigidity matrices of each of the banana
frameworks Bi(pi) are independent, and thus the Bi(pi)’s are rigid, where pi is the restriction of p to the vertices
in the ith roof Ri.
Together with the following result by Tay [20] and White and Whiteley [24] on body-hinge structures, we can complete
the proof.
Theorem 4. If ∀i ≤ k, the ith banana Bi(pi) is rigid, then the framework Bk(p) is equivalent to a body-hinge
framework and is guaranteed to have at least k − 6 independent infinitesimal motions.
Observation 2 and Theorem 4 show that the rank upper bound for a ring with hinge non-edges added is equal to the
number of edges in the ring, thereby showing that the hinge non-edges are implied.
3 Natural Extensions of Warm-up Example
In this section, we extend the warm-up example to give general constructions of nucleation-free graphs with implied
non-edges. We will list some construction schemes whose correctness follows from the flex-sign or the rank-sandwich
proof technique.
First, we can extend the building block to other graphs that satisfy the conditions in Lemma 1 and obtain the
following construction scheme:
Scheme 1 (Flex-sign Ring).
Input graphs: G1, G2, . . ., Gn
Output graph: a ring graph consisting of G1, G2, . . ., Gn such that (1) neighboring subgraphs Gi and Gi+1
share a hinge non-edge {ai, bi} with Gn and G1 sharing {an, bn} (2) each hinge non-edge is shared by exactly 2 graphs
Gi and Gi+1 or G1 and Gn.
Theorem 5. If the input graphs G1, G2, . . ., Gn in the Flex-sign Ring scheme (Scheme 1) have the following property:
(1) each of the Gi’s is nucleation-free and (2) one of the Gi’s can be realized as expansive-contractive structure and
the remaining Gi’s can be realized as expansive-expansive structure, then the output graph is a nucleation-free graph
with implied non-edges.
The proof for Theorem 5 follows directly from the flex-sign proof technique in Section 2.1. Rings of roofs in
Section 2 are examples of Theorem 5. However, the serious disadvantage of the flex-sign technique is that there is
no other known example.
Second, we can apply Henneberg-II constructions on existing graphs to obtain the following scheme:
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Scheme 2 (Henneberg Extender Ring).
Input graph: A ring graph H consisting of G1, G2, . . ., Gn such that (1) neighboring subgraphs Gi and Gi+1
share a hinge (ai, bi) with Gn and G1 sharing (an, bn) (2) each hinge edge is shared by exactly 2 graphs Gi and Gi+1
or G1 and Gn.
Output graph: A ring graph G by applying Henneberg-II constructions on H as follows: for Gi, add a vertex
vi and four edges (vi, ai), (vi, bi), (vi, ai+1) and (vi, bi+1). Then remove hinge edges (ai, bi).
Theorem 6. For the Henneberg Extender Ring scheme, if the following conditions hold: (1) the input ring graph in
independent; (2) each Gi is rigid; and (3) each Gi is nucleation-free after removing its two hinge edges (ai, bi) and
(ai+1, bi+1), then Scheme 2 outputs a nucleation-free, independent graph with implied non-edges.
Proof. The proof is simple and follows the rank-sandwich proof technique: (1) G is nucleation-free: since (a) after
removing all hinge edges, Gi’s are nucleation-free, and (b) if there is a nucleation, it must include one of the vi’s,
but each vi is incident only to ai, bi, ai+1 and bi+1, which is not part of any nucleation, since the five vertices do not
form a tetrahedron; (2) Henneberg-II construction always keeps independence of the graph, so G is independent; (3)
a thin-cover argument or a body-hinge argument as in Section 2 can easily show the (ai, bi)’s are implied.
Example of Henneberg extender ring scheme: The ring of roofs is again an example. As another example, we
can use modified octahedral graph, which is a K6 with 3 edges missing, as the building blocks of the ring. Fig. 7 shows
one building block of the output of the Henneberg extender ring scheme from a ring of roofs. Note that there are
several non-isomorphic K6 − 3’s and only the one in Fig. 7 can be obtained using Henneberg extender ring scheme
from a ring of roofs.
Figure 7: A modified octahedral graph obtained from the Henneberg extender ring scheme from a ring of roofs. The
dashed lines are the two hinge non-edges.
Next we describe another collections of standard schemes, which use 1−, 2− and 3−sums and standard inductive
constructions to build on the existing nucleation-free graphs with implied non-edges.
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Definition 1 (k-sum). Let G1 and G2 be two graphs that each contains a complete graph on k vertices, Kk, as a
proper subgraph. For any matching of the vertices of the two Kk ’s by identifying the matched pairs, we can get a
new graph G3. We call this procedure a k-sum of G1 and G2 [2][15].
Definition 2 (Henneberg-I construction). A Henneberg-I construction on a graph G in R3 is to first choose a vertex
set W = {w1, w2, w3} of 3 vertices of G and then add a new vertex v and three edges (v, w1), (v, w2), (v, w3).
From [19], we know that Henneberg-I construction in R3 preserves independence.
Definition 3 (vertex split). Given a graph G and a vertex u, incident to vertices w1, w2, . . ., wn, then a vertex
split of u on i edges is a new graph obtained by (1) adding a new vertex v, (2) choose k edges (u,w1), . . ., (u,wk)
incident to u and remove them, then connect v to w1, w2, . . ., wk, and (3) add a new edge (u, v) and i edges from v
to i neighbors of u.
From [25], we know that in R3, vertex split on 0, 1, or 2 edges preserves independence of the graph.
We can use the above concepts to build on existing graphs to obtain another scheme as follows:
Scheme 3 (Standard-scheme).
Input graphs: Graphs G1 and G2;
Output graph: There are four types of output graphs as the following:
Type I. A graph G after applying 1−, 2− or 3-sum on G1 and G2;
Type II. A graph G after applying Henneberg-I constructions on G1;
Type III. A graph G after applying Henneberg-II constructions on G1;
Type IV. A graph G after applying vertex split on 0, 1 or 2 edges on G1.
The next theorem proves the correctness of the Standard-scheme.
Theorem 7. For the standard-scheme (Scheme 3), we have the following:
Type I. If graphs G1 and G2 are both nucleation-free, independent with implied non-edges, then their 1-sum and 2-
sum are nucleation-free, independent with implied non-edges. When applying 3-sum, if the K3 in the intersection
of G1 and G2 is not a part of a K4 in either G1 or G2, then the output graph G also nucleation-free, independent
with implied non-edges.
Type II. Let G1 be a nucleation-free, independent with implied non-edges. Apply Henneberg-I construction by adding
a new vertex v and three edges (v, w1), (v, w2), (v, w3), such that w1, w2 and w3 is not part of a K4 in G1.
Then the output graph G is a nucleation-free, independent with implied non-edges.
Type III. Let G1 be a nucleation-free, independent. Apply Henneberg-II construction as follows: choose a vertex
set W = {w1, w2, w3, w4} G1 such that (1) there is at least 1 edge induced by W and (2) W does not induce a
K4, then we delete 1 edge between the vertices of W , and add a new vertex v and four edges (v, w1), (v, w2),
(v, w3), (v, w4). Then the output graph G is nucleation-free and independent.
Type IV. If G1 is nucleation-free, independent, then applying vertex split on 0, 1, or 2 edges on G1 outputs a
nucleation-free and independent graph G.
Proof. (Of Theorem 7) We prove the three types of output graphs for Scheme 3 as the following:
Type I. If G1 and G2 are both independent, then (1) it follows by inspecting the motion space of G (right null
space of the generic rigidity matrix of G) as a combination of the motion spaces of G1 and G2 that the 1-sum and
2-sum of G1 and G2 are both independent; and (2) it follows from the properties of abstract rigidity matroid [4]
(especially axiom C6) that the 3-sum of G1 and G2 is independent. Moreover, it is easy to see that the implied
non-edges in G1 and G2 remain implied in the resulting graphs. For 1-sum and 2-sum, the resulting graph cannot
contain any nucleation by simply counting the necessary number of edges for a graph to be rigid. If a 3-sum creates
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a nucleation, then there must be two subgraphs G′1 of G1 and G
′
2 of G2 that are rigid and both properly contain
the K3 shared by G1 and G2. The only rigid subgraphs available in nucleation-free, independent graphs are trivial
ones and in this case, only K4. Thus if the shared K3 is not a part of a K4 in G1 or not a part of a K4 in G2, the
resulting graph is nucleation-free.
Type II. If G1 is nucleation-free, independent with implied non-edges, then after applying Henneberg-I con-
struction, the output graph G is independent since Henneberg-I construction preserves independence. To show G is
nucleation-free, we only need to show that the added vertex v is not part of any nucleation. Suppose otherwise, then
v is either in (1) a K5 with 1 edge missing or (2) a nucleation with at least 6 vertices. For (1) to happen, we need
w1, w2 and w3 to be part of a K4, which is false. If (2) is true, then we know that in G1, there was a nucleation
with at least 5 vertices, contradiction.
Type III. If G1 is nucleation-free, independent, then after applying Henneberg-II construction, the output graph
G is independent since Henneberg-II construction preserves independence. To show G is nucleation-free, we only
need to show that the added vertex v is not part of any nucleation. Suppose otherwise, then v is either in (1) a K5
with 1 edge missing or (2) a nucleation with at least 6 vertices. For (1) to happen, we need W to induce a K4, which
is false. If (2) is true, then we know that in G1, there was a nucleation with at least 5 vertices, contradiction.
Type IV. If G1 is nucleation-free, independent, then after applying vertex split on 0, 1, or 2 edges on G1, we
have an independent graph G. This graph is also nucleation-free since the added vertex connects only to vertices
that were incident to a common vertex of G1.
Remark: The proof of Theorem 7 (Type I and II) follows from the rank-sandwich proof technique but the rank
upper bound ingredient is not needed since implied non-edges are inherited from the constituent graphs. With
Theorem 7, we can inductively apply 1-sums and 2-sums and the resulting graphs are always nucleation-free. But
for 3-sums, if both K3’s we identify were part of a K4 in the original graphs, the resulting graph has a nucleation.
Moreover, if we do 3-sums on nucleation-free rigid graphs, then we can still obtain independent graphs, but those
graphs are not nucleation-free.
4 Roof-addition: General Inductive Construction for nucleation-free,
independent Graph with Implied Non-edges
In this section, we introduce a powerful, new general inductive construction scheme, called roof-addition, for induc-
tively constructing a variety of arbitrarily large nucleation-free, independent graphs with implied non-edges. These
graphs cannot be constructed using the schemes so far. However, we show that the schemes in the previous section
preserve the starting graph properties needed to apply the roof-addition scheme of this section. Thus the new,
roof-addition scheme can be freely combined with the schemes in the previous section.
First, Theorem 8 shows that a new inductive construction gives independent graphs. The other two properties
(nucleation-free and presence of implied non-edges) impose further requirements on the input graphs for the roof-
addition Scheme 4. The proof of Theorem 9 uses the rank-sandwich technique to show that the roof-addition
construction on the appropriate starting graphs result in nucleation-free graphs with implied non-edges.
4.1 Inductive construction for independent graphs
In this section, we introduce an inductive construction for independent graphs.
Scheme 4 (Roof-addition).
Input graph: Graph H with at least one non-edge.
Output graph: A new graph G obtained in 2 steps.
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Figure 8: A schematic showing how to apply graph cutting of G on {a, b}
Step 1 (graph cutting along non-edge {a, b}). Split a into two vertices a1 and a2 and split b into two vertices b1
and b2. Distribute edges of H incident to a by assigning them to a1 and a2 in an arbitrary manner. Distribute
edges of H incident to b by assigning them to b1 and b2 in an arbitrary manner. Fig. 8 shows the procedure
of graph cutting.
Step 2 (roof pasting). Take two roofs R1 and R2 sharing a hinge non-edge {u, v}. The other hinge non-edge of R1
is identified with the vertices a1 and b1, and the other hinge non-edge of R2 is identified with the vertices a2
and b2. Denote the non-hinge vertices of R1 and R2 as c and c
′ respectively.
Fig. 9 shows how to apply roof-addition scheme on a given graph H.
Figure 9: A schematic showing how to inductively construct independent graphs by roof-addition. First we identify
a non-edge pair {a, b}, cutting it by splitting a and b and distribute incident edges among each split vertex and its
counterpart in an arbitrary fashion. Then we regard two new non-edges as two hinges and add two roofs between
them.
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Next we show that the roof-addition scheme can be applied to inductively construct independent graphs.
Theorem 8 (Roof-addition gives independent graphs). If H is independent, then the roof-addition scheme (Scheme
4) outputs an independent graph G.
Before giving the proof of Theorem 8, we first notice that roof-addition is different from existing inductive methods
such as Henneberg construction and vertex split that generate independent graphs.
Observation 3. Given graph H, then the graph G generated by roof-addition on H, cannot be generated by any
combination of Henneberg constructions and/or vertex split on H with edge removal in the end.
Proof. Let {a, b} be the non-edge pair of H on which the two roofs are added to obtain G. We know the edges on a
and b are redistributed in order to obtain G.
First, applying only Henneberg-I constructions on H does not change the incidence of the original edges of H,
thus this cannot generate G.
If we only apply Henneberg-II construction on H, since {a, b} is a non-edge of H, we need to select two other
vertices w, x 6= a, b on which an incident edge is removed. Applying Henneberg-II constructions can never add back
this edge (w, x) and thus the resulting graph will be different from the output graph G of Scheme 4, which has the
edge (w, x).
If we only apply vertex split on H, there are two cases: (1) we apply a vertex split on a vertex w 6= a, b. This
will leave the newly added vertex w′ multiple paths to V (H) \ {a, b} without passing a or b, where V (H) denotes the
vertex set of H. This generally is not the same as the output graph of Scheme 4. (2) We apply a vertex split on a
or b. This means one neighbor t of a will be connected to the newly added vertex x. Since vertex split will also add
an edge between a1 and a2, in order the make the resulting graph the same as the required output graph, we need
to apply edge removal on (a1, a2). However, removing (a1, a2) means the edge (w, x) will not be removed, thus the
resulting graph is different from the output graph of Scheme 4.
When combining the above three constructions, it is obvious that the first step is a vertex split. The case (1)
above is still generally different from our Scheme 4 due to the reason mentioned above. For case (2), even if we
first apply vertex split of a and b on zero edges and manage to use Henneberg-II construction to add u and v,
the remaining two vertices c and c′ cannot be added using any combination of Henneberg constructions and vertex
split.
Note however that known inductive methods, such as vertex split and/or Henneberg constructions, may be able to
obtain G with a different independent input graph H ′. For example, although a ring of roofs Rk cannot be obtained
using Henneberg-II constructions from a ring of k − 2 roofs, Rk can be obtained using Henneberg-II constructions
from a ring of k tetrahedra.
In the remainder of this section, we give the proof of Theorem 8. First, we need the following definition:
Definition 4. Let G = (V,E) be a graph with n vertices {v1, . . . , vn}. Any set of scalars si,j = sj,i defined for each
edge (vi, vj) in E is called a stress for G. Moreover, we say s = (. . . , si,j , . . .) is a self-stress vector for framework
G(p) if for any vertex point pi of G(p), the following stress balance vector equation at pi holds:∑
j
si,j(pi − pj) = 0
I.e., sR(p) = 0, where R(p) is the rigidity matrix of G(p). Each si,j is called a scalar self-stress associated with the
bar ij.
Note that the stress balance equation at pi (boldface represents the coordinate position of a vertex) is used to
refer to a system of d scalar equations, one for each coordinate of the point pi. We sometimes restrict ourselves
to equations corresponding to some specified subset or subspace of the coordinate basis at pi. We refer to this
as a specific projection of the stress balance equation at pj . In addition, we sometimes restrict ourselves to terms
si,j(pi − pj) of a specific subset of the stress balance equation at pi, corresponding to the bars between pi and a
subset of points, pj .
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Proof. (of Theorem 8)
We will construct a specific framework of G from any given generic framework H(p) of H as specified below and
shown in Fig. 10.
• we superpose a2 on top of a1 and b2 on top of b1. We assume without loss that the hinges are parallel to the
y axis. We call the other two hinge points u and v.
• the four hinge points u, v, a1, b1 lie on the same plane, without loss, the xy-plane, and u, v, a1, b1 form a
square.
• the remaining two points c and c′ lie on a line perpendicular to and passing through the center of the square
formed by u, v, a1, b1. Notice that this line is parallel to the z axis.
Assume that the new framework is dependent, i.e., there exists a non-zero self-stress vector on edges of the
framework such that for each point pi, the stress balance equation at pi holds. We will show that by simply
restricting this self-stress vector to the edges of H, we get a non-zero self-stress vector on a generic framework H(p)
of H that is obtained by gluing together or identifying the points a1 and a2, and similarly the points b1 and b2. But
we knew H is independent. Thus we draw a contradiction, thereby proving the theorem.
Figure 10: A schematic showing the frameworks, i.e., including the positioning of the vertices for the last two roofs
for the proof of Theorem 8. The two roofs are viewed different from a different perspective than Fig. 9. Note that
the two points a1 and a2 represent different vertices that are coincident and similarly b1 and b2 represent different
vertices that are coincident.
A closer look at the stress balance equations gives us the following claims.
Claim 1. The projection of sc,u(c− u) on the plane xoy is equal to the projection of sc,b1(c− b1) on the plane xoy.
The same happens between sc′,v(c
′−v) and sc′,a2(c′−a2). The remaining two stresses on c have the same magnitude
and so do the remaining stresses on c′.
Proof. Consider all stress equations terms at c. All those four terms add up to zero. In particular, if we project the
terms on the plane xoy, then their projections lie on two lines that are perpendicular to each other. Thus sum of
the projections on each line should add up to zero, thus proving the claim. See Fig. 11.
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Figure 11: A figure showing the symmetry of the five edges at c.
Claim 2. Consider the terms of the stress balance equation at a1 and a2 corresponding to the bars in the two added
roofs. All these terms together add up to zero. Similarly, the analogous terms at b1 and b2 add up to zero.
Proof. We will show the part about a1 and a2 first.
There are three terms for the stress balance equation at a1 restricted to the added graph, and three terms for
the stress balance equation at a2 restricted to the (n+ 2)
nd roof as well. We will show that four of these six terms
add up to zero i.e.,
sa2,c′(a2 − c′) + sa1,c(a1 − c)
+ sa1,v(a1 − v) + sa2,v(a2 − v) (2)
= 0
and the remaining two terms also add up to zero,
sa2,u(a2 − u) + sa1,u(a1 − u) = 0. (3)
To show (2), we need to inspect the six stress equation terms at v, especially the four terms correspond to edges
that are incident to c, c′, a1 and a2. Reflection symmetry of the octahedron and Claim 1 together show that the
six terms in equation (2)- i.e., three terms in the stress balance equation at a2 and three terms in the stress balance
equation at a1 - are obtained as the reflection of four corresponding terms of the stress balance equation at v. Thus if
we can show that the latter 4 terms add up to zero, then the former 6 terms add up to zero as well, thereby showing
Equation (2).
More precisely, denote by s′v the stress vector restricted to these specific 4 edges at v. Denote by R
′
v the
corresponding 4 by 3 submatrix of the rigidity matrix (whose row vectors specify the corresponding 4 bars at v).
Their product s′vR
′
v is a vector whose entries are the 4 terms at v. Consider the plane containing the two lines cc
′
and ub2, i.e., the dashed lines shown in Figure 12. Denote by L the reflection across this plane. Now notice that
the entries of the product s′vR
′
vL are precisely the 4 terms in Equation (2).
The proof about b1 and b2 is essentially the same as above, the only difference is that in (2), we have only four
terms instead of six. We can still use the reflection symmetry and obtain the exact same result.
Thus we know the stress balance equation terms at a1 restricted to H and a2 restricted to H add up to zero. The
same result can be obtained at b1 and b2. So if we remove the two added roofs and use the same stress balance
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Figure 12: A figure showing the four of the six terms that add up to zero at v and their reflection through the plane
passing cc′ and ua2 (the two dashed line) to the four terms in (2).
equation on each edge, we know that the stress balance equation terms add up to zero on every point of the generic
framework of H. Thus the restricted self-stress vector of the new framework is a self-stress vector on a generic
framework of H. Next we will show this self-stress vector is non-zero.
Claim 3. Suppose s is a non-zero self-stress vector for G (which has the two added roofs). Denote by s′ self-stress
vector s restricted to H, after we remove the last two roofs and glue a2 with a1 and b2 with b1. Then s
′ is a non-zero
self-stress vector for H(p).
Proof. We argue the existence of non-zero stress in the original framework for all the following cases:
i If there is a non-zero stress at (c,b1) (resp. (c,a1), (c
′,b2), (c′,a2)), then the stress equation terms of the two
added roofs will always have a z projection at b1 (resp. a1, b2, a2). So the original framework H(p) must have
a non-zero stress to cancel out this z projection. When there is no edge in H that is incident to b1 (resp. a1,
b2, a2), we know the stress at (c,b1) (resp. (c,a1), (c
′,b2), (c′,a2)) has to be zero.
ii If there is a non-zero stress at (c,u) (resp. (c,v), (c′,u), (c′,v)), then from Claim 1, we know there is a non-zero
stress at (c,b1) (resp. (c,a1), (c
′,b2), (c′,a2)), which is equal to Case i.
iii If there is a non-zero stress at (u,b1) (resp. (v,a1), (u,b2), (v,a2)), then either (1) there is a non-zero stress at
(c,b1) (resp. (c,a1), (c
′,b2), (c′,a2)), which is Case i, or (2) the stress at (c,b1) (resp. (c,a1), (c′,b2), (c′,a2))
is zero. When (2) happens, the stress equation terms of the two added roofs will always have a y projection at
b1 (resp. a1, b2, a2). So the original framework must have a non-zero stress to cancel out this y projection. Or
if there is no edge in H that is incident to b1 (resp. a1, b2, a2), then the stress at (c,b1) (resp. (c,a1), (c
′,b2),
(c′,a2)) has to be zero.
iv If there is a non-zero stress at (v,b1) (resp. (u,a1), (v,b2), (u,a2)), then there are 3 further cases. (1) There
is a non-zero stress at (c,b1) (resp. (c,a1), (c
′,b2), (c′,a2)), which is Case i. (2) The stress at (c,b1) (resp.
(c,a1), (c
′,b2), (c′,a2)) is zero, there is a non-zero stress at (u,b1) (resp. (v,a1), (u,b2), (v,a2)). This is just
Case iii. (3) The stresses at (c,b1) (resp. (c,a1), (c
′,b2), (c′,a2)) and (u,b1) (resp. (v,a1), (u,b2), (v,a2)) are
both zero. Then the stress equation terms of the two added roofs will always have a x projection at b1 (resp.
a1, b2, a2). So the original framework H(p) must have a non-zero stress to cancel out this x projection. Or if
there is no edge in H that is incident to b1 (resp. a1, b2, a2), then the stress at (c,b1) (resp. (c,a1), (c
′,b2),
(c′,a2)) has to be zero.
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Returning to the proof of Theorem 8, using Claims 1, 2 and 3, we have found a non-zero self-stress for the original
framework of H. I.e., the generic framework of H is dependent. Contradiction.
4.2 Roof-addition gives nucleation-free graphs with implied non-edges
In this section, we show that the roof-addition scheme gives nucleation-free graphs with implied non-edges in the
following theorem.
Theorem 9 (Roof-addition gives nucleation-free, independent graphs with implied non-edges). Let H be an inde-
pendent graph satisfying the following: there is a 2-thin cover X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn} of H such that (1) the shared
part (V, S(X )) is independent; and (2) rank(H) = ∑Xi∈X rank(H?[Xi]) − ∑{u,v}∈S(X ) (d(u, v) − 1), where H?
= H ∪ S(X ). Let {a, b} ∈ S(X ) be a non-edge of H for which the graph cutting operation of Scheme 4 is applied
to H along {a, b} in the following manner. (1) For any covering subgraph H[Xj ] of H that has at least one shared
non-edge, if one of its edges is assigned to a1 or b1 (resp. a2 or b2), then all of its edges incident to a or b are
assigned to a1 or b1 (resp. a2 or b2). (2) After graph cutting, the graph is nucleation-free. Note that such a X may
not exist. When it exists, we call H a starting graph for Theorem 9. Applying graph cutting on a starting graph H
in the above manner results in an output graph G that is nucleation-free, independent with implied non-edges.
Proof. (of Theorem 9) The proof uses the rank-sandwich proof technique. First, the independence of G is guaranteed
by Theorem 8 and it is also clear that G is nucleation-free.
We will use the rank upper bound argument in Section 2.2.2 to show the existence of implied non-edges in G.
In fact, we will show that whenever a graph cutting preserves all covering subgraphs that contain a shared non-
edge (it is clear that the graph cutting in Theorem 9 is one such cutting), then the rank upper bound argument
works. When we say a covering subgraph is preserved, we mean after graph cutting, its corresponding subgraph does
not contain both a1 and a2 (or b1 and b2). We can find a cover X ′ of G by modifying X . We use V (G) (resp. V (H))
to denote the vertex set of graph G (resp. H) and E(G) (resp. E(H)) to denote the edge set of graph G (resp. H).
We will start from the condition |E(H)| = rank(H) = ∑Xi∈X rank(H?[Xi]) − ∑{u,v}∈S(X ) (d(u, v) − 1) and
then obtain a rank IE count on G?(i.e., G ∪ S(X ′)) to show that rank(G?) is equal to |E(G)|. First, we notice that
there are three types of covering subgraphs of H in X :
(i) trivial covering subgraphs, i.e., edges. We denote this set as X0.
(ii) non-trivial covering subgraphs H[Xi] that are preserved in X ′ and we denote those covering subgraphs as the
set X1.
(iii) non-trivial covering subgraphs H[Xj ] that are not preserved in X ′ and we denote those covering subgraphs as
the set X2. I.e., these covering subgraphs fall apart so that their edges become trivial covering subgraphs in X ′,
except those edges that are present in some covering subgraph of X1. We note that these covering subgraphs
only have edges shared by other covering subgraphs in X .
Let dXi(u, v) (i = 1 or 2) be the number of sets Xi in Xi such that {u, v} ⊆ Xi. Let S(Xi) (i = 1 or 2) be the set
of all pairs of vertices {u, v} such that Xj ∩Xk = {u, v} for some Xj ∈ Xi and Xk ∈ Xi. Let L := S(X ) \ S(X1).
Then we can rewrite the rank condition on H as follows:
|E(H)| = rank(H) =
∑
Xi∈X
rank(H?[Xi])−
∑
{u,v}∈S(X )
(d(u, v)− 1)
=
∑
Xi∈X1
rank(H?[Xi])−
∑
{u,v}∈S(X1)
(dX1(u, v)− 1)
−
∑
{u,v}∈L
(dX1(u, v) + dX2(u, v)− 1)
+
∑
Xi∈X2
rank(H?[Xi])
+
∑
Xi∈X0
1
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It is clear that the only non-trivial covering subgraphs besides the two added roofs in X ′ are in X1. Since in the
rank IE count, the contribution of trivial covering subgraphs is equal to their number of edges, we will show:
∑
Xi∈X2
rank(H?[Xi]) +
∑
Xi∈X0
1
−
∑
{u,v}∈L
(dX1(u, v) + dX2(u, v)− 1) =
∑
e∈E(H)\E(X1)
1, (4)
where E(X1) denotes the set of edges induced by vertex sets of X1.
First, since H is independent, we know every covering subgraph in X2 is independent. Thus every edge in X2
that is not in L contributes 1 to the to the left hand side of Equation (4).
For {u, v} ∈ L, we first note that every {u, v} is an edge, since the covering subgraphs in X2 do not contain shared
non-edges in S(X ). Another key observation is that for every {u, v} ∈ L, (1) dX1(u, v) = 1 when {u, v} is in some
covering subgraph of X1, since otherwise {u, v} ∈ S(X1); and (2) dX1(u, v) = 0 when {u, v} is not in any covering
subgraph of X1.
When (1) happens, {u, v} is an edge in some covering subgraph of X1 and it is clear that dX2(u, v) is equal to the
number of Xi’s that are in X2 and contain {u, v}. I.e., these edges contribute zero to the left hand side of Equation
(4).
When (2) happens, {u, v} is not an edge in any covering subgraph of X1 and each {u, v} contributes 1 to the left
hand side of Equation (4), since dX1(u, v) = 0 and every covering subgraph in X2 is independent. Thus the total
contribution of the left hand side of Equation (4) is equal to the number of edges of X2 that do not appear in X1.
Hence we have Equation (4) and more importantly, the following:
|E(H)| = rank(H) =
∑
Xi∈X1
rank(H?[Xi])−
∑
{u,v}∈S(X1)
(dX1(u, v)− 1)
+
∑
e∈E(H)\E(X1)
1 (5)
To apply rank upper bound argument onG, we need to show that rank(G) =
∑
Xi∈X ′ rank(G
?[Xi])−
∑
{u,v}∈S(X ′)
(d(u, v) − 1). Since G is independent, all we need is to show that |E(G)| = ∑Xi∈X ′ rank(G?[Xi]) − ∑{u,v}∈S(X ′)
(d(u, v)− 1).
Next we turn to the covering subgraphs of X ′. There are two types.
(i) trivial covering subgraphs, i.e., edges. We denote this set as X ′0 and we know |X ′0| =
∑
e∈E(H)\E(X1) 1.
(ii) non-trivial covering subgraphs H[Xi] ∈ X1 that are preserved as G[Xi] in X ′ and two added roofs R1 and R2.
It is clear that the number of edges of G can be written as follows:
|E(G)| = |E(H)|+ rank(G[R1]) + rank(G[R2])
= |E(H)|+ rank(G?[R1]) + rank(G?[R2])− 2
Plugging in Equation (5), we have:
|E(G)| = rank(G?[R1]) + rank(G?[R2])− 2
+
∑
Xi∈X1
rank(H?[Xi])−
∑
{u,v}∈S(X1)
(dX1(u, v)− 1) +
∑
e∈X ′0
1
The final step is to build a relationship between
∑
Xi∈X1 rank(H
?[Xi])−
∑
{u,v}∈S(X1) (dX1(u, v)−1) and
∑
Xi∈X1 rank(G
?[Xi])
− ∑{u,v}∈S(X ′) (dX ′(u, v) − 1). We notice that (1) every covering subgraph in X1 is preserved in X ′, so ∑Xi∈X1
rank(H?[Xi]) =
∑
Xi∈X1 rank(G
?[Xi]); and (2) {a, b} is the only shared non-edge that is changed. More precisely,
{a, b} is split into {a1, b1} and {a2, b2}. Together with the fact that {a1, b1} and {a2, b2} are both shared by the two
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added roofs, we know dX1(a, b) = dX ′(a1, b1)− 1 + dX ′(a2, b2)− 1 = dX ′(a1, b1) + dX ′(a2, b2) −2. Let {w, t} be the
non-edge shared by R1 and R2. Hence we have:
|E(G)| = rank(G?[R1]) + rank(G?[R2])− 2
+
∑
Xi∈X1
rank(G?[Xi])−
∑
{u,v}∈S(X1)\{a,b}
(dX1(u, v)− 1)
−(dX1(a, b)− 1)
+
∑
e∈X ′0
1
= rank(G?[R1]) + rank(G
?[R2])− 2
+
∑
Xi∈X1
rank(G?[Xi])−
∑
{u,v}∈S(X1)\{a,b}
(dX1(u, v)− 1)
−(dX ′(a1, b1) + dX ′(a2, b2)− 2− 1)
+
∑
e∈X ′0
1
= rank(G?[R1]) + rank(G
?[R2])− 1
+
∑
Xi∈X1
rank(G?[Xi])−
∑
{u,v}∈S(X1)\{a,b}
(dX1(u, v)− 1)
−(dX ′(a1, b1)− 1)− (dX ′(a2, b2)− 1)
+
∑
e∈X ′0
1
= rank(G?[R1]) + rank(G
?[R2])− (d(w, t)− 1)
+
∑
Xi∈X1
rank(G?[Xi])−
∑
{u,v}∈S(X1)\{a,b}
(dX1(u, v)− 1)
−(dX ′(a1, b1)− 1)− (dX ′(a2, b2)− 1)
+
∑
e∈X ′0
1
=
∑
Xi∈X ′
rank(G?[Xi])−
∑
{u,v}∈S(X ′)
(dX ′(u, v)− 1).
Noticing that (V (H), S(X )) is independent, we know that (V (G), S(X ′)) is independent, since the only differences
between S(X ) and S(X ′) are the split of {a, b} and the addition of the shared non-edge of R1 and R2, which is
disjoint from the rest of S(X ′). Thus we can apply Theorem 3 to obtain that rank(G?) ≤ ∑Xi∈X ′ rank(G?[Xi])− ∑{u,v}∈S(X ′) (dX ′(u, v) − 1) = |E(G)| = rank(G). Since G ⊆ G? and G is independent, we know rank(G?) ≥
rank(G) and hence rank(G?) = rank(G). It follows that every non-edge in S(X ′) is implied. These include (1) all
non-edges in S(X ) except {a, b}; (2) {a1, b1} and {a2, b2}; and (3) the non-edge {w, t} shared by the two added roofs
R1 and R2.
4.3 Existence and generation of starting graphs for Theorem 9
In this section, we give several concrete example starting graphs for Theorem 9. We show the existence of several
fixed-size base starting graphs that cannot be generated by the Schemes 1-4. Then, we show that the schemes
given so far can be inductively and freely combined to generate starting graphs, and thereby generate a large
variety of arbitrarily large, nucleation-free, independent graphs with implied non-edges. Note that for fixed-size base
starting graphs, their independence is verified by symbolically computing the generic rank of a rigidity matrix of
indeterminates for frameworks corresponding to those example starting graphs. Additionally, we are not relying on
special positions of the joints(vertices) and we are showing that the rank is maximal, i.e., equal to the number of
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Figure 13: On the left is another modified octahedral graph. This modified octahedral graph, when used as the
building block of a ring graph, results in a ring that cannot be obtained using Henneberg constructions or all other
known inductive methods from a ring of roofs. On the right is a modified icosahedral graph used to form a ring that
is independent with implied non-edges. The dashed lines are the two hinge non-edges.
edges, so in any case, we do not have to worry about numerical rounding issues distorting the rank computation
since such distortions can only decrease the rank.
Observation 4. The following are graphs that are nucleation-free with implied non-edges, but are not encompassed
by the schemes of this paper.
1. Ring of modified octahedral graphs with size 7, 8, 9, or 10. A modified octahedral graph is drawn in Fig. 13.
2. Ring of modified icosahedral graphs with size 7, 8, 9, or 10. A modified icosahedral graph is drawn in Fig. 13.
3. Two body-sharing rings with icosahedra. Take two rings R1 and R2 and combine them in such a way that they
share two or more covering subgraphs and one shared covering subgraph has two degrees-of-freedom, while the
other shared covering subgraphs have 1 dof each. See Fig. 14 for a simple example. We call this type of class
a body-sharing ring.
4. Four body-sharing rings. See example in Fig. 15.
Proof. We use the rank-sandwich proof technique. The rank upper bound argument for all examples is clear.
The independence of those graphs is verified by symbolically computing the generic rank of a rigidity matrix of
indeterminates for frameworks corresponding to the example graphs (for example, using Maple). As mentioned earlier,
we do not have to worry about numerical rounding issues distorting the rank computation since such distortions can
only decrease the rank.
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Figure 14: Two rings of icosahedra share two icosahedra as in Fig. 13. Each ring consists of 7 icosahedra,
represented by a circle in the figure. We drop two edges from I (namely (v1, v2) and (v3, v4) as in Fig. 13) and one
edge ((v1, v2)) from all other icosahedra. We choose a non-edge (v9, v12) as another hinge non-edge for all icosahedra.
I.e., I has 3 hinge non-edges, where one is a non-edge of icosahedra and the other two are dropped edges, while all
other icosahedra have two hinge non-edges, where one is a non-edge of an icosahedron and the other is a dropped
edge. The full rank of the graph is verified by symbolically computing the generic rank of a rigidity matrix of
indeterminates for frameworks corresponding to the graph (for example, using Maple).
To extend Observation 4 to arbitrary sized rings, again, the rank upper bound is straightforward. To show indepen-
dence, we would require proving a generalized version of roof-addition that permits adding general polyhedra.
Next, we show how we can inductively apply Theorem 7 and Theorem 9 to generate arbitrarily large nucleation-free,
independent graphs with implied non-edges.
Theorem 10. If a graph H satisfies the starting graph condition for Theorem 9, then applying k-sum or Henneberg-I
constructions as in Theorem 7 on H gives a starting graph for Theorem 9. If we apply roof-addition on H according
to Theorem 9, we will get an output graph G that again satisfies the starting graph condition for Theorem 9.
Proof. First, for K-sums on a starting graph H and a nucleation-free, independent graph G1, then resulting graph
G is independent and nucleation-free from Theorem 7. We can take the cover X of H and extend it to a cover of G
by adding all pairs of vertices of G1 to X . It is easy to check that if X satisfies the rank bound condition on H, the
new cover satisfies the rank bound condition on G.
Second, for Henneberg-I constructions on starting graph H, there are two cases. (1) The newly added vertex
u has all three neighbors inside one covering subgraph Ci. In this case, we can extend Ci by adding u to it and
maintain all other covering subgraphs in the cover. The rank bound condition certainly holds in this case. (2) The
three neighbors of u are in different covering subgraphs. In this case, we can again take the cover X of H and extend
it to a cover of G by adding three covering subgraphs that are three edges incident to u. It is easy to check that if
X satisfies the rank bound condition on H, the new cover satisfies the rank bound condition on G.
Third, from Theorem 8, we know apply roof-addition on starting graph H maintains independence. It is obvious
that nucleation-freeness is also maintained. Moreover, it is easy to check that applying roof-addition according to
Theorem 9 maintains all other properties required for starting graphs.
Last, for all above schemes, it is clear that the cutting and distribution specified in Theorem 9 can be applied on
any implied non-edge.
While Theorem 10 gives us a sufficient condition for starting graphs for Theorem 9, it is not necessary.
In this section, we showed an inductive method to construct independent graphs in Theorem 8 and illustrated
how we can inductively apply Theorem 7 and Theorem 9 to generate arbitrarily large nucleation-free, independent
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Figure 15: Four body-sharing rings. The graph has four larger icosahedral graphs (C1, C2, C3 and C4 as in Fig.13)
represented with larger circles and 24 smaller roofs represented with smaller ellipses. The dashed lines in the graph
represent hinge non-edges. Note that C1 and C3 are modified icosahedral graphs whose edges (v3, v4) and (v5, v6)
are dropped and used as hinge non-edges. They each have 27 edges and thus have 3 degrees-of-freedom. C2 and C4
are modified icosahedral graphs whose non-edges (v4, v11) and (v5, v8) are used as hinge non-edges. They each have
29 edges and thus have 1 degree-of-freedom. The hinge non-edges of roofs are mentioned as earlier. The graph is
clearly nucleation-free and it has 104 vertices and 304 edges. The full rank of the graph is verified by symbolically
computing the generic rank of a rigidity matrix of indeterminates for frameworks corresponding to the graph (for
example, using Maple). A 2-thin cover argument gives us that the dashed lines are all implied non-edges.
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graphs with implied non-edges. Next we will turn to a construction scheme for nucleation-free dependent graphs,
which uses the implied non-edges in the above constructed nucleation-free, independent graphs.
5 Dependent Graphs with No Nucleus and Further Consequences
In this section, we introduce a construction scheme (Scheme 5) for nucleation-free dependent graphs. An illustration
using rings of roofs is given in Fig. 16.
Figure 16: A double-ring of 14 roofs consisting of two rings of 7 roofs. The two rings share a common non-edge.
The figure on the left shows the double-ring of roofs and the figure on the right shows the schematic of any pair of
nucleation-free, independent graph with a shared implied non-edge. Since each of the two parts implies the shared
hinge non-edge, as in the double-banana example in Fig. 1, the shared hinge non-edge is double-implied and hence
the composite of the two parts is dependent.
Scheme 5 (Graph-combination).
Input graphs: G1 with implied non-edge {a1, b1} and G2 with implied non-edge {a2, b2}
Output graph: Graph G after joining G1 and G2 by identifying a1 with a2 and b1 with b2.
Theorem 11. For graph-combination scheme (Scheme 5), if G1 and G2 are both nucleation-free, then G is nucleation-
free dependent. If, in addition, G1∪ {a1, b1} and G2 ∪ {a2, b2} are both rigidity circuits, then the output graph G is
a rigidity circuit.
Proof. (of Theorem 11). We know both G1 and G2 imply the shared non-edge and they each have 1 dof. After
glueing G1 and G2, there must be a dependence in the output graph G.
If in addition G1∪ {a1, b1} and G2 ∪ {a2, b2} are both rigidity circuits, to show the output graph G is a rigidity
circuit, we can drop any edge from G to obtain G′ and show that G′ is independent. Without loss of generality, we
drop an edge e1 from G1 to obtain G
′
1. Since G1∪ {a1, b1} is a rigidity circuit, we know G′1 ∪ {a1, b1} is independent.
Since G2 ∪ {a2, b2} is a rigidity circuit, if we choose an arbitrary edge e2 on G2, then (1) G2 \ {e2} ∪ {a2, b2} is
independent; and (2) the linear span of the edges in G2 is equal to the linear span of the edges in G2 \ {e2} ∪
{a2, b2}. It follows that the linear span of G′ is equal to the linear span of G′′ := G′ \ {e2} ∪ {a2, b2}. Moreover, we
can easily see that G′′ is a 2-sum of G′1 ∪ {a1, b1} and G2 \ {e2} ∪ {a2, b2}, both of which are independent. So we
can use a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 7 to show that G′′ is independent, which in turn means G′ is
independent. Thus it follows that the output graph G for Scheme 5 is minimally dependent.
Sitharam and Zhou [16] gave several examples where Maxwell’s counting condition was insufficient for rigidity, all
of which satisfy the nucleation property. Using a combinatorial notion capturing the recursive nature of nucleation
(called module-rigidity), they propose an algorithm which is a tractable characterization of generic independence in a
large class of such graphs by using the presence of rigid nuclei. It has been an open problem whether this algorithm
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Figure 17: A braced double-ring of 14 roofs: it consists of two rings of 7 roofs and two extra bars. The two rings
in the graph are connected via a common non-edge. The figure on the left shows the geometric structure of the
braced double-ring and the figure on the right shows the schematic. The braced double ring has enough edges to be
minimally rigid but is in fact flexible from Theorem 11.
XXXXXXXXXXXB
A Flex-sign
Ring
Henneberg extender
Ring
Standard-
scheme
Roof-addition
Flex-sign Theorem 5 − − −
Rank-
sandwich
(i) Independence − (i) Theorem 1 (i) Theorem 7 (i) Theorem 8
(ii) Rank upper-bound − (ii) C (ii) Not necessary (ii) C: Theorem 9
Table 1: Construction schemes for nucleation-free, independent graphs with implied non-edges. Here, A denotes
construction schemes, B denotes the proof techniques and C denotes 2-thin cover/body-hinge argument.
can fail to detect 3D independence and rigidity, i.e. whether module-rigidity coincides or not with 3D rigidity. The
following corollary settles the question (in the negative), i.e., there are graphs that are not rigid but are module-rigid.
Corollary 11.1. The flexible braced double-ring in Fig. 17 is module-rigid according to the definition in [16].
Therefore, module-rigidity does not coincide with 3D rigidity.
Proof. (of Corollary 11.1). When a graph has no nucleation, Sitharam and Zhou’s [16] algorithm reduces to (3, 6)-
sparsity check. For a braced double-ring, the graph will be declared module-rigid. On the other hand, from Theorem
11, we know a double-ring is dependent, thus the braced double-ring is also dependent. Together with the fact that
the braced double-ring has minimum number of edges to be rigid, we know its rank (which is smaller than its size
due to dependence) cannot be enough to be rigid.
6 Conclusions and Open Problems
In this paper we provided general inductive construction schemes for nucleation-free (independent) graphs with
implied non-edges, nucleation-free dependent graphs and nucleation-free circuits. Besides settling problems posed
previously in the literature, this work extends the repertoire of useful examples that elucidate the obstructions to
obtaining combinatorial characterizations of 3D rigidity. We have provided two proof techniques for showing implied
non-edges in nucleation-free graphs.
Table 1 sums up the constructions we have presented in this paper, and their associated proof techniques.
One open problem to extend the application of the first proof technique is to find other graphs that satisfy the
expansion/contraction property. Another interesting open problem to extend the application of our rank-sandwich
proof technique is to find other construction schemes for independent graphs and other techniques besides 2-thin
cover argument/body-hinge argument to prove rank upper bounds.
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To complete our understanding of nucleation-free graphs with implied non-edges, the next step is to study
examples extending those in Observation 3 that cannot be obtained by any of our construction schemes.
Another interesting open problem is to extend our inductive construction for independent graphs to an inductive
construction for isostatic graphs (independent and minimally rigid). In order to do that, we need to add two more
edges in the roof pasting step. One possible way is to add two more edges (c′, a1), (c, b2) (or (c′, b1), (c, a2)). We
note that our current method to show independence in Theorem 8 would fail, since Claim 3 fails in that there is a
non-zero stress on the added part. However, if we can show that if there is a generic circuit in the new graph G,
then there is one {(w1, t1), . . . (wn, tn)} that remains a dependence for the non-generic position p used in Theorem
8, i.e., there exists non-zero stresses {s1, . . . , sn} s.t.
∑
i si(p(wi) − p(ti)) = 0, then we can simply use Claim 2 to
complete our proof.
A Issues in Tay’s paper [22]
As mentioned previously in Section 1, nucleation-free rigidity circuits with implied non-edges have been conjectured
and written down by many ([22], [6]). However, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to give proofs. In
particular, in [22], Tay claimed a class of flexible rigidity circuits without any nuclei. One of his examples, n-
butterflies, in which he claimed existence of implied non-edges, is the same as our warm-up example graphs, ring of
roofs. In [22], Tay presented a proof of the independence of ring of roofs. His proof is based on the Proposition 4.6 in
the paper, which shows the existence of implied non-edges in the ring. However, the argument he made in the proof
is imprecise at best. In Proposition 4.6, he first took a chain of graphs G1, G2, . . . Gn which is known to be a 3D
rigidity circuit as a whole, and then he closed the chain and subsequently removed the two joining edges (p, q) and
(r, s). He stated, if the stresses (λpq and λrs) on those two edges cancel out, “one can keep λpq fixed and change the
value of λrs by changing the position of either a1 or b1” (a1, b1 are the two vertices shared by the first two subgraphs
G1 and G2 of the chain).
However, he did not mention how to change the position of a1 or b1. Thus one can find some example that a
small change of the position would not affect the stresses on pq or rs. For example, in Fig. 18, we have a chain of
graphs where G1 happens to be the union of the rest of the subgraphs in the chain. The whole graph is realized in
a position where it is symmetric along the line a1b1. If we move a1 or b1 along the current line a1b1, the stresses on
pq and rs should always cancel out.
Figure 18: A counterexample to Tay’s proof: the first subgraph is the union of the rest and we put them in such a
position that the chain is symmetric along a1b1.
Another potential hole is that he did not specify the starting realization of the graph. So it is possible that in
some realization, not necessarily generic, of such a chain graph, no matter how one alters the position of a1 or b1, the
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stresses of pq and rs remains opposite of each one in magnitude. For example, in Fig. 19, a1 and b1 are not adjacent
to p or q. Then we put vertices that are adjacent to p or q at the same position (indicated as v in Fig. 19). Then
we put (p, v) in such a position that the angle between pv and pq is 45 degrees. Similarly make the angle between
qv and pq to be 45 degrees. Then it is easy to obtain that the stresses on (p, q) is zero. Do the same for (r, s). No
matter how we move a1 or b1, the stress, λpq, is always zero, and so is λrs.
Figure 19: Another counterexample to Tay’s proof: we put all vertices adjacent to p or q at the same position as v
and make sure pq, pv, qv forms a isosceles right triangle. It is not hard to show that the stress λpq is always zero. We
do the same for the neighbors of r and s thus the stresses λpq and λrs always cancel out.
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